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PERSISTENCE OF ETHNICITY: THE-JAPANESE OF COLORADO'

, A significant body, of scholarly literature now exists on 'Japanese settle-

ment in the United States, partlytecause of-the resurgente of interest in

-this group since the late 1960s.2- However, little attention has been giver!
- -

to the Japanese in Colorado, perhaps loecausetheycomPrise-suth-a small,

proportion of the present Japanese population in America (7,8.31 out of

591,290 in 1970).
3

This is unforturate for several reasons. Colorado was

an important location for initial Japanese settlement. For example it ranked

krfourth in size after Hai4aii, California, and Washington 130194 just after

the Peak' period aff immigration, and it received a good deapofattentionin

the U.S. Immigration Commission study of that year-.
5

The Colorado area was

ihe easternmost point of early Japanese internal migration which in itself
. .

represented a departure from the usual east-to-west movement of immigrant

-groups,. Despite only a short period of local antiJapaneE- litation, the

distance from major West Coast Japanese communities, and their small numbers,

. the Japanese of Colorado developed an important ethnic community in Denver,

elements of which still exist. This paper represents a modest first attempt ,

to overview the entire history of Japanese-in Colorado. .It- concludes by
.A.,os .

,

..

.-.).;;=.*
.

,',' ---,discussing the contemporary Denver Japanese.community and examining.the

persistence of ethnicity.
a wy

a

Early Growth:' 1900=
it

1910
z.

Large scale Japanese immigration to the United States occurred Oom 1890
4.1.

to 1924, primarily during the period 1901-1908. Immigrants were usually

, attracted for economic reasons and were mostly literate,aMbitious individuals

from rural, farming areas in southern Japan. Large numbers went to Hawaii



while others' Migrated to California and eventually throughout the West.

Japanese were often first employed as unskilled workers and later moved into

a variety of occupations including farming, fishing, and small business owner-
.

ship. EarlY Migrants.were.primarily young; single men although a later .

influx of women lead to the formation of- families.' After years of anti-

Japanese hostility, especially ih California, immigration was curtailed

through the 1924 National Origins Act. Because this,period of immigratic

was-brief, the migrants comprised i=relatively age-homogeneous cohort and

'came to be k h°Wn as the Issei.. Their children, born mostly between the NO

world wars, became the second generation or Nisei, and the postwar offspring

of the Niset at'e the Sense-I. In Japanese communitieS, these generational

names are assoc iated:with characteristic values, behaviors, and past ex-
.

perientes-6.

At the turn of the century, Colorado was recovering from the panic of

11893 and the repeal of the Sherman Silver Purchase Act which had caused a

decline- ngand general "business activity. The recovery was aided by

.., gold production from mines- atgpple Creek and by the development, of
-

agriculture which itself was helped by'new.dry land farming techriiques and

e-

various Federal reclamation, irrigation, and conservation projects .With

. this ecomomic tsecovery,.the state was experiencing a need for *killed

1- 1 7
labor.',

'The Issei were preceeded.in Colorado by anbther Asian group, the

Chinese, who firstappeared during the 1870s to-workthe mines around

Nederland, Central City, and LeadvilTe. Strong eAntiChinese agitation devel-

oped that culminated in a series of riots including one in Denver in 1880

which destroyed the small-Chinatown.. The Chinese gradually left the state

4



creating a further need for unskilled labor.
8

The first Japanese arrival in Colorado may have been Tadaatsu Matsudaira.
9

He left Japan in 1872, earned an engineering degree from Rutgers, came to

*Colorado in 1879 to work for the Union Pacific Railroad, and was appointed

assistant to Colorado's chief inspector of mines in 1886. Matsudaira died

in 1888 and was,buried in Denver's Riverside Cemetary where a monument in

his memory-was_erected in 1952. Matsudaira did not have many Issei contem-

poraries. The 1890 Census counted only 10 Japanese in the state, and the

1900 Census reported 48. However many Issei entered during the next decade

pushing.the 1910 Census up to 2,30D: 'These early census reports may have

been inaccurate because of the transience of the Japanese population. For

- example, the -909 Immigration Commission study estimated the population to

be closer to 6,000.

Many Issei migrated as railroad laborers, and .some came east to Colorado

in this manner. Through the railroads, others entered coal mining and ended

up in the fields of southern Colorado. -With the expanSion of agriculture,

Issei became or were, brought in as farm laborers; over time many became

independent farmers. Japanese businesses grew up in Denver and a few othen

thns to provide needed goods and services; these became the core of new

ethnic communities. Each of these areas will be described in more detail

0 below.

By the early 1900s, most of the main rail lines in Colorado had been

tompleted. Issei were brought in as.maintenance-workers, to construct branch

lines, and to work on one major project, the line over the Continental Divide

to Steamboat Springs and Craig. Over one hundred Japanese were brought to

the state in 1904 to work on. the latter project.. The total number of Issei
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railroad workers was never very 1,3'1,0; in 1909 their numbers were estimated

to be 400. Rowever railroad companies liked to use Issei labor. The Issei

had a reputation for hard work and were paid less than. anyone else except

the Chinese. In 1909 the five Major railroad companies in the state paid ,
Japanese section hands between $1.35.and $1.45 per day. Gang' laborers were

given $T.45 to $1.50,'and foremen received $60.00.to-$10.00 per month. Iisei

were also attractive because they_weie easy to secure. They were obtained

through Japanese contractors who provided men and interpreters in return for

various fees and the right to sell supplies to the,men.. Four contractors

supplied most of the Issei railroad labor in Colorado, including the

Shinsaburo Ban Company, a large employment firm based in; Portland, which

opened a Denver, branch in 1906. 'After 1910; almost all the Issei left the

railroads for farming or other occupations.

Issei involvement in Colorado mining was limited to coal fields in

southern Colorado where large operators were strong and organized labor was

weak. The Western Federation of Miners kept Japanese out of metal mining

statewide, and the United Mine Workers prevented them from- working in the

northern coal fields. Issei were brought in primarily from Wyoming to-work

coal mines around Florence, Walsenburg, and Trinidad. The first contingent -

arrived in Florence in 1902 and was greeted' -by a miner boycott: During the

major 1903-1904 labor strife'in this region, Japanese and Mexicans were used

as strikebreakers. Hostility toward the Issei was intense. Though their

numbers may have once reached over low, only 300 Issei were estimated to

be in coal mining by 1909.

Issei were briefly part of Colorado's metal smeltinglndustry on two

occassions. Some also worked at.the Colorado Fuel and Iron steel mill in

e

6
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Pueblo Inginning in 1904. By 1907, 500 were employed there earning from
4(.0

$1.90 to $2.50 a day, but by 1909 the number had gone down to 200.

Agriculture was the maineconoMic endeavor of the early Issei. By 1909

the IMmigration Commission estimated that there were 3,000 Japdnese in the

fields most of whom, were working on sugar beet farms north and east of Denver-
.

. in, Adams, Weld, 'Morgan, Logan and.Sedgwick Counties.. The Commission estimated

that two - thirds of the Issei in agriculture were working-in this northern
.t.

region and that statewide, Issei made'.up one-sixth of the labor forte working

With sugar beet's, the remainder being primarily Gertan-Russians and,Mexicans.

Most Issei began as laborers'wqrking for Japanese contractors but eventually

some.became' independent farmer-5,, first through tenancy and lease arrangements,

and later through out ownership. By 1909, independent Issei.

farmers were working 14,000 acres in northern Colorado -.
J

Starting in 19D2, Issei began working along the Arkansas River in the

southeast Colorado counties of Otdro, Bent, and Prowers. Some came from the

coal millet orthe steel mill in Pueblo. Many of these Issei4ventually.

becate i-iidependent farmers and raised cantaloupes, alfalfa., and sugar-beets..
Through their efforts over the years, Colorado cantaloupes became widely,

known as RoCky Ford melons. A few Issei also went to western Colorado, around

Grand Junction and Delta. However white hostility, kept the Japanese'awy

and in 1909 there were only 25 in this region working in sugar beet. fields.

Japanese'were attracted to agriculture foravariety of reasons, Farm

labor and farming paid better than most other avatjable work.' Also, many

Issei had come from farm backgrounds in Japan. Farming was one,way,of get-

ting ahead through individual initiative, it required lesi initial cap4tal

than matey other bUtinesses, and it allOwed IsseJ/some sieesUre of control over

P
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their lives. Finally, Colorado, unlike many Western states, had no prohibi-'

tions against Japanese ownership or leasing of land. In several farming

,

towns, organi zations sprang up to assist Issei farmers and also to regulate
. .

their competitive activities. These - included tie Japanese Association of

Brighton, Lupton and Platteville, the Brighton Japanese Agricultural Associa-

tio'n, and the Northern Colorado Contractors Unionrof Greeley..10

o

Japanese ,cbMmunities-developed in several locales. The largest of these

was in.Denwer centered first around. Blake and-Market.Streets and later moving
4

t

to Larimer Street. In 1903 this.community had,only .N:iur Japanese businesses

but by 1909 the number had grown to 67 and included boarding houses, supply

outfit, employment agencies, dry goods and grocery stores, and restaurants,

Issei residents frequently lived abo'e or behind these establishments. Most

buiinesses were designed to serve-the 'needs of rural farm workers as well as

the local residents. One4thif.d were patronized only by Issei, and the others

.had primarily Japanese customers.
4

Except for the supply outfits and boarding houses, the De)tver businesses

did only a small volume of business'andidred few employees. However they
o

served the needs of the local issei and, like independent farming, offered

the chance for individual entrepruership. Numerous organizations were

established to promote or protect business interests or to Tlgulate competi-

tion" Examples include the Japanese Associat(ion of Colorado, the Japanese

Business Men's AssOciation, the Japanese Restaurant Keepers AsiOciation,

.f

4.

a

and thetapanese Boarding and Lodging Moto* Keepers Association.
J i

Several nonbusiness organizations yierei'
f
a.16o started. A Japanese,

- 4.

Methodist church was begin in 1967 and was followed in 1916 bya Buddhist
i,

.Church. Two prefectural societies, the Fukushima Kenjinkai and,the Fukuoka

(



Kenjinkai, organized and provided social, recreational, and welfare services:
11

Nonbusiness groups were slow to proliferate because the community was oriented

around the needs of farm workers in outlying areas, offOing supplies and

services and also places to lodge and eat in the offseason. The'1910 CensUs

record6d 585 Japanese in Denver but there were probably three times as many

Issei im town during'agricultura1 offseasons. Not until the 1950 Census did

Denver have a permanent resident population that included a frajority of the

Japanese in the state; until the 1950 Census, the Denver.Japanese population

was smaller than even that of rural Weld County.
A

In the early years, nonbusiness groups were alsO slow -to.develop because

of the relative absence of families. For instance, of the 526 Japanese in

Denver recorded by the Immigration Commissibn,in 1909, there were only 24

married women and 13,Nlisei children; As might be expected, businessmen and

labor contractors dominated community life. One prominent example was Naoichi'

Hokosano, a contractor who first came to Colorado in 1898, entered the con-

)
tracting business in 1903, and supplied labor for farms, mines, and numerous.

major construction projects, among them, the Trail Ridge Rdid over Milner

Pass in the Rockies. Hokosano was. president of the Japanese Business Men's

Association, helped start the Buddhist Church, and founded the Denver

Shimpo, a Japanese newspaper. In 1977 a stained. glass window depicting

Hokosano was dedicated in the State Capitol building to honor his contribu-
.

tions.

During the 1900-1910 period there was a short but intense flurry of

organized antiJapanese agitation. In 1901 the Rocky Mountain News of Denver
I

began running antiJapanese stries and editor l's. The Issei were pictured

as aT menace to, labor and white self-preservation that would innundate the
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state unless banned. The Cooks and Waiters Union boycotted suppliers that

dealt with a JapaneseLowned restaurant, and the Retail Clerks Union picketed

Japanese dry goods establishments. Upset at the use of Issei strikebreakers

in'the southern coal:fields, the state legislature passed an antiJapanese

resolUtion in 1902. The Denver Post joined the News in.running antiJapanese
r.materials and in 1905 the Denver-Trades and Labor Assembly advocated the

exclusion of Issei lab?rers. In 1908 a Japanese-and Korean Exclusion League

was organized largely by members of the Colorado Staie Federation of Labor.

Some of these actions were stimulated by the growing antiJapanese movement
in California. Some may also have been motivated by the desire of emerging.--

labor groups to gainrgreater visibility and influence. Several organizations

such as the Denver Chamber of Commerce did come out in support of the IsSei.. ,

Japanese communi-ty groups also responded to these attacks. 'Eventually the
AO

avert antiJapanese sentiment died down, possitly because of the small numbers
of Issei in the state. This was fortunate as a large, well organized move-....,

ment m ight have driven the Issei back to the West Coast like the Chinese

before them.

--Stia6li4tion: 1910-'1940

The period from 1910 to 1940'was one of small population changes. From

2,300 in the "official" 1910 Census, the Japanese population grew to 2,464

and 3,213 respectively in 1920 and 1930, and then shrank to 2,734 in 1940.

Net population losses were caused by migrations back to California or to

points further east such as ChiCggo. During this period, the JapaneS'e

community in Denver also declined from 585 in:1910 to 324 in 1940. 12

The personal lives of the Issei during this period were oriented around

work and ,family 1i e. Many saved money.to,buy land or to go into business,

t

10
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9

and 'a few became very successful, such as Fusakichi Takamine who built,up a

.major-potato wholesaling business. Business activity, which had reached a

Teak by 1910, remained at a.fairly high level until- the Depression. In

Denver\ social activities revolved around the-business groups, the churches,

and the kenjinkai. Housing was generally modest but adequate. Though many
"

Issei could read some Englishi most subscribed to japanege newspapers. There

was little Issei interest in city or state affair porticularlypolitics,

since Japanese aliens were prohibited from 'becoming naturalized citizens.

The Issei felt relativelycsecure within the community. Familiar values,

languagE other cultural patterns were part of the environment. Business-

es and community organizations made the Issei somewhat self-sufficient and

provided'alternatives for activities and experiences denied elsewhere such

as the attainment of leadership roles. The extent.of white prejudice and

discrimination is hard to determine but Colorado appeared to proOde a more

..enign racial >climate for the Japanese when compared to- states. along the

Pacific Coast. During' the 19-.D..-196.,) period, most of the Nisei were born.

Aspirations for this generation were very high. The Nisei were encouraged

- to get as, much education as possible and to participate in nonJapanese

institutions.
13

The development of Denvercommunity can be characterized by examin-

ing two of its -lore prominent, features. The Buddhist Church, founded in 1916,

moved in 1917 and.gain in 1929 to the Market Street
0
location of .a former

house of ill-repute once run zy the infamods Mattie-Silk. The church remained

there until 1947 when a new building was constructed,at its present site on

Lawrence at a cost of $150,000. Church membership in 1917 was estimated to

be 850 though it fluctuated over the years and was much less by 194,0.
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Neverthe'ess the church-flourished. It organized numerous ;youth group's add

auxiliaries;) hosted conferences, supported a variety of community social and

cultural activities, and created over a dozen'major branch churches in

smaller cities and towns.
14

The Denver community also supported a number of
..

vernacular newspapers. The first was the Denver Shimpo, begun in 1908, which

became the Santo Jiji in 1915 and the Colorado Times (or Kakushu

1918 after merger with another paper, the Colorado Shimbun. The Times_

greatly/expanded its circulation ovcr time and contfillbed publication until

the late 1960s. One other paper, the.Rocky Shimpo, appeared from 1932 to

1951.
15

Most of.the Outlying agricultural areas farmed by the Issei grew in

population until 1930 apd then decreased in size to 1940. One region-that

_experienced significant growth during the 1920s was the San Luis Valley in

south-central Colorado. From 1924 on, large.numbers of Japanese came to the

Valley from California and other parts of Colorado primarily through the

recruitment efforts of 41ey land companies anxious to sell real, estate.

-By 1930 therewere 235 Japanese in the area, most of whom were growing

vegetables. In 1923, only 600 acres in.the'entire Valley were under vegetable

cultivation; by 1925 the Japanese alone were working 4,000 acres.
13

o

Rebirth: 1940-1970

The Japanese population of Colorado might have dOndled even more after

1940 had it not been for the wartime influx of Issef and Nisei from the

Pacific boast. -Nearly 2,000 came as voluntary migrants who were encouraged

by authorities to move inland early In 1942.17 Another 8,000 were forcibly

removed from their central and southern California homes later that'year and

brought to an internment center at Granada. in southeast Colorado. The

12_
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Granada center, named Aniache, was one of ten concentrati.1on camps into which,

0
110;000 Americans of Japanese ancestry werePlacea.l'

.

. .. 0 0

By 1945 the. Japanese poPula0bn hadgrown to 11,700; with approximately.'

5,000 people in Denver and the.rest.in-rural. 'areas.1?'After.194, most of
L;. '

20 \
'

these recent arrivals went back to dilgforhia, but ertbugh remained to give
. , _ , ,,, 1 . .

the state a Japanese population of'4 412 141950, and Denver ,on of 2,578 ...

5 9 =,4'21 -
'(3 area)in the Metropolitan -area) The return to Ciliforni6 continues

"ring the 1950s but viaswffsetletward movement of Nisei and. Sense' , .

...4

;a migration that continues today. ..The 1960 Census recorded 6,846 Japanese_

Jn Colorado and 3,049 in Denver (4,712 in the metropolitan area),22 while

the 1970 Census showed 7,831 and 2,676 (.5,491` in the metropolitan area) .

respectively.
23

The years since 1940 have been maled by the upward

mobility of the Nisei and the emergence of the Sans'ei generation. However

a number of things characterize this period.

Just after the outbreak of the war, lk Japanese. in Colorado declared

their loyalty to the Uhited States, though some were resentful of past di,s-

crimination.24 During the war, the Colorado Japanese were able to pursue

their livelihoods even as others from California, were interned at Amache.-

Although -relations between whites and Japanese had been relatively good-prior

to 1941, overt antiJapanese sentiment reemerged. Early i.n 1942 as plans were

being made to move West Coast Japanese inland, white Coloradans reacted
7

negatively to-Japanese resettlement in this, state. Among the opponents were

farm and labor organizations, civic and nativist groups; city councils,

r
prominent Denver officials, and U.S. Senator Edwin_Johnsdn. Athong those who

spoke out against injustices to Japanese Americans and welcomed their

relocation to Colorado iias Governor Ralph Carr.

-t
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A

AntiJapanese feeling continued throughout the war years. In particular,

the Denver Post carried on a vicious campaign against.the Amache internees

and other Japanese. Hostility finally led to a 1944 attempt by the Colorado

legislature to pass a constitutional amendment prohibiting Japanese=aliens-

frdm owning land. This measure was passed -by the Colorado House (48 to 15)

but narrowly defiaXed by the Senate (12 to 15). The-amendment's supporters

then succeeded in placing a-similar measure on the November'general election

ballot but were again turned batk (by 48 to 52% of the Votes cast). The

Japanese did have supporters besides Governor Carr. The Rocky Mountain News

printed many favorable editorials, and various businesses, professional

groups,- and, churches lent public-support and helped relocatees find jobs and

housing.
25

11,

During the war, the Japanese community in Denver swelled in size.= A

1944zstudy'by the Denver Bureau of Publid Welfare counted 2,310 Japanese,

including 755 voluntary migrants' and 1;158 from internment centers,
26

. but

the population reachede peak of 5000 in 1945.
27

The number Japanese

businesses in the Larimer district increased from 46 in1940 to 258 in 1946.
28

This. business concentration along Larimer partly resulted ,from official

pressures,to keep the Japanese from locating 'elsewhere in the city. 'After

the,war, many relocatees returned to California but enough stayed sa,that

the 1950 Denver Japanese population was eight times its prewar size,",

A picture of changes in the Japanese population through the 1950s and

1960sxan be gotten through a comparison of some demogaphic data. Figures

will be given for Denver only and have been drawn from a 1951 study by Ikuchi29

and 1960 and 1970 Census material on the Denver metropolitan drea;
30

-

unfortUnately there are information gaps in these spurces.. The Japanese

a
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. ..),.population in the city of Denver increased s3ightri.duiring--:--the-1950s° and thin...,\ .

decreased in the 1960s. However ,througlioutihis Period, major growth was 7

-occuering in suburban areas; by -Ian. more than, half of the metropolitan

-Denver Japanese population was living in the- four counties adjacent to the

city of Denver.

By the 1950s4and 1960s significant upward social mobil it had occurred,

primarily for the Nisei. For example, eight per-cebt'cif the-Japanese were in

Professional occupations'in .1951, and 13 percent in 1960 (16 percent for
A ,:11

males only). Thirty-five percent of the JapaneseThadswhite collar jobs in

1951 and 44 percent in 1960 (39-.percent for.males -only) while the percentage-, 6,

Of laborers was 13 ,and- nine perce'ht (12 percent foi- males fniy) respectively.

In 1960, Japanese in Denver were mainly in the folloynrfgzoduipational areas:

wholesale and retail trade, prafesSional serVries, agriculture, gersbnAs.
. . ,

services, and the manufacture.of nondurable goods.. In 11)1, Ikuchi foynd

204 Japanese who owned their own businesses. More recent data -Ls- not

available, but the relative percentage of Japainese`who are self-employed

d (apart from independent profesiionals) has probably declined:: One crude

indicator of this has been the gradual disappearance Of

pwned businesses from the Larimer Street area; by 1965 there were only 'a;

handful of such businesses and 20,}-apanete:families in the immediate

vicinity. 31. In 1960, the Japanese in Denver had a median of 12.2 years 'of

education; in 1970, 3itpercent- were reported to have at least 12 years of

schooling. The unemployment rate among males and females Was 3,01and 2.7

percent respktvely in 1960,-and 2..1 and 2.0 percent in 1976:;'..'Medtan

incomes for maleend females in 1960 were .$4;189 and tl,750 rtspe.Ctiktely,
,

while in MO, 6 pei-cent of the families earned more than $10,000 (the

15,
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, national median). Ln 1970, only six percent of the Japanese were classified

as being in ,poverty, and-ten percent of all households were female-headed

(mostly among the elderly).
- c.

. In terms of other social "characteristics, the Dever Japanese population

fs,almost 6enly divided, between males and females (50.4%'and 49.6% respec-.

tively in 1960). The number of Issei has become very small (8.3% of the

Japa nese we re over age 65 in 19,70) although the Nisei are now beginning to enter

the "over 65" category in large numbers:. The postwar period-has.seen the

birth.of the Sansei, and their presence is indicated.in census data. for

instance, in 1'960 39 percent of the Denver Japanese population was under 20
.

yeart of age; in-1970, 31 percent Was under 18. Finally, the 1960 Census

gives some idea of the 'extent of Japanese residential mobilkty."Fifty-five

percent of the Japanese then living in the Denvei.: area had moved since 1955.

Most of those people had moved between hoMes within the Denver area with, the

largest number probably moving outward into the sbburbs. Ksmaller per-
.

centage_of those who had moved since 1955 came into Denver from outside the

state (probably from the Pacific Coast) or from other (possibly more rural)

counties in Colorado. These migrant from outside the state and elsewhere

in Colorado, especially the formerr'are responsible for.most of the recent

growth of the Denver area Japanese population.

Ikuchi dfunted 34 Japanese groups and, associations in Denver in'1952.3.2

The more prominent ones -were religious youth onganizations and political/

service groups such as the Japanese American Citizen League (JACL). Most

were designed to serve the needs of the Nisei rather than the.Issei, and
5 /

many were all-Japanese- versions-of.groups that exist throughout American

society,such as church youth groups, Boy'and Girl Scout troops; an American

16



Legion Post, a gardeners club, a golf association, a bowling league,, and .

fraternal' orders. Most of these are now defunct while others have declined

.-
in size and in the scope of their activities. For,example, the',JACL grew in

iriTiortance after1945 as a civic organization. It had over 600 members in-'

1952,
33

butcurrently has only oneiLtenth,that many. EVen the Methodist and

Buddhist churches, which remain the most active community institutions today,

'lost.membership during the 1950s. The Denver community is still servecr'by
. ..-

one ,Japanese; newspaper,-the Rocky Mountain Jiho, which began operation-in

960 as the'Rocky-Mountain Journal. 4

The individual stories of Japanese families would complete the postwar

picture but space doesn't allow even a brief description. Some Nisei rose

to prominence within their occupations (especially .farmingYor within the

general Denver and Colorado community. Threesexamples will' illustrate this

point. Bill Hosokawa, an important local 'and national JACL leader an

author, is presently editor of the Denver 1st editorial pige. )inoru Yasui,

a lawyer -and fOrmer editor of the Colorado Times and active JACL leader, is

executive director of Denver's"Commission on Community Relations. Seidl

Horiuchi, past national vice president of,the U.S. Chamber of tommerce,

served in the Colorado House from 1962-1964 and was the first Nisei oWthe

mainland to be elected to a state legislature.

Persistence of.Ethnici -ty: The 1970s

Even casual observations of the present Japanese in Colorado would lead

one to'believe that they are on their way to total assimilation. Most have

achieved:a comfortable, middle class lifestyle. A large majority live in

the Denver area, but there are no major residential concentrations of

Japanese.- Most are American-born Nisei or Sansei and all are descendants Of
a

r-,
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an immigrAnt grouo -that first came t.) this country over seven decades ago.

Though no data are available, the rate of interracial marriage among young
O

Japanese is probably well over fifti'pprce'nt. Unlike many Chinese communities.,

the-Japanese community in Denver. has not been revitalized by aMajor post -

1965 influx of dew immigrant. ,Finally, the 'Japanese are only a tiny minority

of the total Color'ado population.

Casual Observations mould also indicate that'few community organization

or activities obW exist although, given the conditions outlined in.the

viouS paragraph, their persistancesan also be interpreted as assign of the

tenacityCof ethnicity. The JACL Meets irregularly or social purposes or to

participate in the concerns of the national organiiation-(which, by contrast,

.is grOwing in site). Large numbers of Japanese get together only on a few

occassions. One example is the annual community scholarship banquet attended

by several hundred each June. AnotheNexample are the'annual bazaars of the

Methodist church and the Bon Odori (festival-of the dead) of the Buddhist

church whithfea tUres a bazaar, Japanese foods, and street-dancing. Other

-infrequent events bring members Of the community together,,for instance

conferences of various types, visits by important dignitaries, ceremonies

like the 1977 dedication of the Hokosano stained glass window in the State

Capitol or "-E'thnic observances" like the 1978 'week on the history and' culture

of Colorado Asian groups sponsored by the-state historical society.

Observations of the Colorado Japanese also-poifit to factors that may

work against total, assimilation. Large .numbers of Japanese, particularly

Sansei, are moving to Colorado and Denver from-the West Coast. Both the

increasing.size Pf the Japanese population- and the fact that many newcomers

a're from areas With major. Japanese communities may hold the pOtential for
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the revitalization of community grol4s'or the formation of new ones. The

recent renewal of interest in ethnicity among.all Asian groups and the

emergence of an Asian American movement have had some local impact. The

Denver and Boulder campuses of the Universiiy of Colorado now support small-

Asian American studies and educational opportunity programs. Since 1972, a

_number of Asian American community service and research programs have been

initiated. One of these is a local affiliate of the Pacific/Asian Coalition

and the Asia American Mental' Health Research Center, two federally-funded

advocacy, ervice, and research organizations. Another group is made up of

Asian Am rican mental health professionals and is affiliated with the Park

East. Co unity Mental Health Center. All these efforts involve the Japanese

communi,y though they are panAsjan in scope. Their deveI6pment has been

helpe by the recent growth of local Pilipino, Korean, and Vietnamese

4L popu ationsand the creation-of community groups within each.

One other potentially revitalizing influence has been the development

of Sakura Square, a one-block complex of shops, housing,*and a remodeled

Lawrence,Buddhist Church between Larimer and lawrence Streets which was opened in

1973.
34

At the center of this $4 million project is the Tamai Towers, a

204-udit low and moderate income apartment building which houses many

.Japanese. ,Although Sakura Square doesn't compare to the Japanese business

district of earlier years, it is used extensively by local residents, it has

a certain symbolic value, and in time it may stimulate the growth of other

ethnic establishments nearby.

-4'-
In order-to gather more information on the possible persistence of

ethnicity. as well as other basic historical/and socioeconomic data; a multi-

faceted research project was begun in 197.35 One phase of the project .
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involved detailed interviews, with a carefully selected sample of 127 Colorado

Issei,isei, and Sunsei in 1977. Interviews were used because standardizedC-

tests and questionnaires do. not always accurately depict Japanese American,
C

values and behavior. 'The use of interviews also made it easier to,interpret
,

subject responses within their own social and cultural frame of reference.

The interview material will only be briefly summarized here. A completez,

comprehension of Japanese assimilation processes requires some knowledge of

traditional Japanese cultural elements, especially those of the Meiji era

(1876-1912) which was the time most Issei emigrated. Good discussions of

these can be found elsewhere.
36

Most of the Colorado Issei resisted acculturation and lived within the

values and norms of traditional Meiji culture. While there were exceptions,
.

generally the Issei did not learn the elements which make up the core of

American culture- even with the passage of time. Today most can get'alou in

English only withdifficulty. JapanesecoMmunity institutions were created
.

in Denver as an alternative to those in 'the wider society. But the community

was always-small and could not possibly meet every need, hence a small degree

of structural assimilation took place especially within the economic sphere.

However most primary relationships were with other Japanese. Few Is4ei inter-

fterried, and many remained staunchly Japanese .in their identity.

The COlorado Nisei were raised in.a traditional Japanese manner, but

,

quickly learned the core American culture through school and activities out-

side the Japanese community. Under pressure-from the outside,-especially

during the war, to become "more American,"'a few tried to repudiate-their
. .

ethnqc heritage. However Nisei retained many traditional Japanese values -

15..,

and behavior patterns because of their family socialization and because these

20



were needed- in order to function in the world of.their,parents. Among the

more traditional elements retained was the complex of norms called phad,

which emphasized deference, modesty, and,behavioral self-denial. Again,
, .- ',------- ,

individual Nisei differed from one another, and those raised aroundtenver

often appeared more."AmericaniZed" than'their rural counterparts. However,.
.. .

even. today,*.the Nisei as a groupcannot:be considei-ed completely acculturated

:
,

though My experience no difficulty functioning within any segment of
. .

American
..

society. This 'incomplete"-acculturation is also reflected in only

partial structural assimilatioh. The Nisei are well integrated into some

core.Americ0 institutions, especially economic ones-, but they also partici-

pated in community institutions and groupsthat, while patterned after those

in the wider society, were almost, entirely Japanese in composition. Risei

friendship patterns are a mix of Japanese and nonJapanese. Some-Nisei did

marry, nonJapanese. However many retain a Japanese, or rather Japanese

American, form of identity:

y determination of'asSimilation or ethnic persistence will probably ',77
11.

focus most on the Sansei and their children, the Yonsei, Colorado Sansei

have assimilated structurally to a. greater degree .than their parents, !some

almost entirely. Most still retain some Japanese friends, date other

Japanese on occasion, and may belong to the Japanese Methodist or Buddhist

churches. The Sansei intermarriage rate is very high, Nevertheles any

Sansei, like thei-r Nisei parents-,'still retain some more traditional values

and norms. Most.still identify with their Japanese heritage4 even many who.

are products.of mixed Nisei-white marriages. This may be du in part to_

family socialization. It may also be reinforced by distinct physical
.

features which make the Sansei easy t&jdeftify'a Nisei and Issei sometimes



automatically behave toward Sanse as if they were Japanese while whites

frequently actin terms of racial stereotypes that they hold.

One way toconceptUali,ze incomplete acculturation is to view Japanese

American culture asa constantly evolving mix of: ,1) traditiclnal elements

(beliefs, values, norms etc:) some of which are retained or modified; 2)

score American cultural elements some of which are accepted unchanged or

modified; and 3) completely new elements that are O'roducts of the group's

experience in'Ameriican society* This culture would be more than a simple

blend of traditional and cpre.Amerjcan element's. 'Nisei and 'Sansei can be

seen as products' of this culture which is unique but gradually becoming more

like the core American-culture. Another'Way to conceptualize this situation

is to view Nisei and Sansei as products of. a Japanese American culture that

1

has resisted the incorporation of core American e0ementt: Many.Nisei,and

Sansei may only appear to be completely acculturated because, an the surface,

traditional.Meiji and core American cultural elements often appear-similar

or compatible. However these elements could have different underlying

meanings. Even elements that are-dissimilar, such as enryo, make Ja0 e

look "good" and thereilore don't hinder their structural or possible marital .

or 1 .

assimilation.

These.are very tentative observations which will requi;e'add4onal

investigation. However they suggest the need to revise more sociologically

conventional notions of aT ssiml?ation.
37

It may well bejthat the Colorado.

,Sansed their Yonsei children, and JapaneSe Americans'everywhere are well on
,

---7'

their way to total assimilation. Oi- they may continue to retain some sense

of ethnicity and maintain their ethnic communities. Eitherioutcome will be

the product of an as yet UndOnceptUalized histohcal and sociological process.
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